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Hotel operation / temporary parking 
for Trendvario 4000, 4100, 4200 and 4300 
 
If the multiparker is to be used for hotel operation/temporary parking we would like point out to 
the following points: 
 

1. Parking spaces 
All parking spaces are accessed horizontally. 
(2 levels arranged on top of one another for the Trendvario 4000, 4100, 4200) 
(3 levels arranged on top of one another for the 4300). 
 

2. Parking space heights 
The clearly visible and easy to understand parking space heights reduce damages to 
vehicles. Moreover, systems for large vehicle heights should be used.  

 
3. Platform widths 

We recommend, if possible, wider platforms. The GaVo dimensions (GaVo = garage 
regulations) are minimum requirements and therefore suitable only to a limited extent 
for opening doors of larger vehicles. 

 
4. Platform comfort 

For our standard platform we recommend rubber inserts for better walkability and, if 
necessary, rubber inserts as driving surface to reduce noise emission (at extra cost). 
For best comfort we recommend AluLongLife, our easy-to-clean and rustproof platform 
coating made of aluminium, which is characterized by its special walkability and 
accessibility features. The surface is anodized (at extra cost). 
 

5. Pit length 
The standard pit length for the Trendvario 4100 and 4300 is 550 cm. The installation 
length for the Trendvario 4200 is 540 cm, and 560 cm for the Trendvario 4000, always 
for a vehicle length of 500 cm. For hotel operation we recommend a minimum pit 
length of 570 cm for the Trendvario 4100 and 4300, and an installation length of at 
least 560 cm for the Trendvario 4200, and 580 cm for the Trendvario 4000. 
 

6. Platform load 
Our platforms are designed as standard for vehicles up to a maximum weight of 2000 t.  

 
7. SUV vehicles and big limousines    

The surface load for parking spaces (also for single parking spaces) for vehicles up to 
2600 t can be increased anytime (at extra cost). 

 
8. Front wheel stop 

We recommend stationary wheel stops. Hereby the relevant vehicle is positioned 
correctly independent of its wheelbase. This, however, will reduce the usable parking 
space length by 10 cm. Observing the permitted vehicle dimensions will on the other 
hand avoid damages (at extra cost). 

 
9. Operation 

The system (2-10 grids) is operated on a central control panel. In connection with 
electrical doors it is also possible to use an infrared remote control (at extra cost). For 
safety reasons any movements are always carried out behind locked gates. 
  

10. Gates 
As standard the systems are delivered with manual sliding doors. For hotel operation / 
temporary parking we recommend the use of electrically driven gates (at extra cost). 
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11. Other equipment recommend for hotel operation / temporary parking 
 

 
a) a) Valet parking increases the comfort for the guests. If the hotel guest, 

however, wishes to park his car himself it is useful, in particular if the 
guest parks his car for the first time, to brief the hotel guest on the 
parking system and its operation and functions. (brief instruction). 
 

b) Bright colours for ceilings and walls. 
 

c) Bright lighting. 
 

d) Clearly visible signage on the system, as well as on columns and walls, 
regarding vehicle height and length, and how to position the vehicle. 
Information about roof girders, antennas, etc. (by customer). 

 
e) By monitoring the garage with cameras the hotel guest can be supported 

in his parking process. These cameras also serve for the monitoring 
against theft and vandalism (by customer). 

 
f) Intercom in connection with position e) from reception to entrance and, if 

necessary, to control panel (by customer). 
 

g) g) An additional control located at the reception allows automatic 
provision of the desired parking space on arrival and departure of the 
guest from the reception. (at extra cost). 

 
h) We will provide the text for a short instruction for the hotel guest free of 

charge. 
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